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Dedication 

To my mother, for always encouraging me to write, and to never stop dancing to the beat of my own 

drums. 

 

To my father, for instilling in me pride for one's self, beliefs, and most importantly, knowledge. 

 

To my brother, for teaching me that the heart is the most powerful gift, and learning to use it is the most 

delicate of skills. 

 

To my sister, for being my mirror—for proving to me that when harnessed and transmuted properly 

potential energy is a force not to be reckoned with. 

 

To my confidant, for showing me that love is truly unconditional, and with its mighty wings any height or 

depth can be reached. 

To my son, for giving me a purpose I will spend the remainder of my lifetime striving to be worthy of 

manifesting. 

To you, for your infinite heartbeats — they inspire me. 
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Preface 

Ever set out on a journey or began a project with a very specific plan and timeline in mind, only 

to find yourself years later far pass your initial timeline with nothing going according to plan? Of 

course, you have—that is the beautiful curse of living with purpose. Out of this beautiful curse of 

mine "Opening Ceremony Vol. 1" was born and subsequently born again, and reborn quite a few 

times over the course of 4 years. 

In the words of the infamous Linkin Park, "I had to fall to lose it all." See, my world has been 

unstable since birth, and not because I lacked love and support surrounding me. As we must accept 

for ourselves or choose not to accept, my world was unstable because I had to learn to love and 

support myself. I had to find value in my own being, my own voice. No matter how much others 

lift you up and place you upon pillars, you will fall if you do not find footing and maintain your 

own balance. I fell many times. Never could I disappoint any who loved or supported me as much 

as I disappointed myself—a lesson which forever shifted my perspective. 

This EP is all about rising with confidence. It is a journey. Opening Ceremony begins with this 

notion that we all are powerful, but for many of us our potential energy is at rest. Here, amongst 

these lines, you will find me searching, but never ceasing to move forward. You will witness the 

exploration of my seemingly infinite darkness. And from my own depths you will hear me surface 

from an isolated place of uncertainty to a place of sure indomitableness. I desire that each piece of 

this project be fuel to someone's fire, water to quench someone's thirst, food to feed someone's 

hunger, and the wind beneath someone's sails—as my journey thus far has been all the latter and 

more for me. 

As always, I pray you find something to love, 

     —Egypt 
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Transmutation 

We— are the shadow dancers. 

We bud and we blossom in the darkness. Introvert to extrovert alike, 

we trap our light. We be still, 

but we never cease to move.  

We are the quiet ones. Behind our beams we sound like calm energy. 

We wonder—how long will we remain dormant. Slumbering— 

We ponder, how long will we shift mountains  only  

stone 

by stone. 

We know we still are light. The light. The force that bid forever goodbye to the dismal dark. The 

hand who bound death in life.  It is but mere seconds to the eye of the Great Divine until 

these, we molecules of illumination explode and rapture up all of our wandering flock. Their 

wings enormous. Together they are infinite—upon the first one’s  salvation. 

They are not for slaughter. Nor, for the herding, but halal in submission to grand consecration. 

They are holy, water to the women of the cloth.  They are holy water, alabaster — to the 

divus mothers who sat beneath the veil, who carried the pails from the wells, who climbed the 

steeps to bear all milk—from the first spring. The mothers who rest upon the bended knee of the 

willow, sown from the first heavens.   When it is time— it is time. You will just know—

but the fence, the fences you stand beside. The fences you stand beside. The fences 

you straddle. 
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Corner Talk 

These windows—don’t have no frames. 

Oh, but there’s plenty of pain. 

These skies—don’t have no clouds. 

Oh, but there’s plenty of rain. 

 

I’ve watched you fall to the ground, skin your knee and rise again. I’ve witnessed you at your 

lowest depth, in your darkest hour bent and disconfigured. And yet, here—you stand before me in 

some form or fashion—in the dead of your night, whole and complete in your stature. Tell me my 

love, why are you weary? 

 

Why hast your soul given up on you? I mean would you cage your own spirit? Seriously — 

would you cage your own spirit for all the riches of tomorrow and yet, die—no—perish with no 

true wealth?  No, now I am sure you would not. So, do not kneel today. Do not beg for fear of 

ascension, because it is the duty of your soul, all souls, to rise when those drums sound. So, beat. 

Beat I say. Ha 

 

Beat like those drums do beat. Beat as though those drums beating now.  If there is war in the 

midst of your world, war in the midst of your spirit beat like those drums. Hear them rising in the 

hollow of your chest and beat on.  
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EMF 

I walked a million miles, in my dreams, away from where my heart once stood still waiting on the 

air to return to my lungs so I could breathe.   Breathe. 

Breathe in the tormented essences of myself I had long since expelled   far far 

from my being.    I am still her, 

but no longer does she define me. 

 

You know there comes a time when you just gotta say  fuck it.   Sorry 

Mama.   

This world is going to try to mold you, shake you, break you, make you something that you 

wasn’t meant to be—fit you in a box that was way too tight. 

And the way I look at it, you can bend, you can fold, you can break,   or 

you could just say fuck it. That box won’t made for me, that mold didn’t fit. And that’s what I 

did. That’s what I do.  You ain’t gotta be like me, go on ‘head be just like you baby, but 

know  that the mold  don’t fit. It ain’t for you. 

It’s like going to the shoe’sto and getting a new pair of shoes. You get them home and they don’t 

fit—do you keep them? No. I mean unless you forgot your receipt... but we not talking 

hypothetical. We talking like some real heavy sugar honey ice tea. So baby, if it don’t fit don’t 

try to make it. It just ain’t logical, it’s real ill-logical.  And you see,  one day you’re 

gonna wake up. You gon' realize that that white picket fence wasn’t made for you, because you 

don’t even like fences in your yard, even though they make some good neighbors. Keep the 

nosey ones out.  
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For the Gram 

Measure up? 

That’s what they say?  To what? To who? 

Everybody that ain’t got body like you? Eh… 

I’m too tall to keep coming up short. Too big to be trying to bend all small. Naw, this ain’t my 

kind of feed to dry. And I’m only clingy with my sisters, no room in my gardenia for weeds. Your 

plastic rulers ain’t got the width. The length   it’s off—not enough numbers to break my 

binary B. Your scale can’t feel,  my heart beats    feathers. But your 

plates they clank and they clack with the tip of my toe. Holding all this love got my body feeling 

something like heavy. Got me floating, rotating, dancing with gravity, standing still like earth. 

Listen  to the thump, thump, thumping, sounds like us breaking. Breaking through our 

hollows, finding light outside the darkness. We used to be brave. Once we were free.  

Then this matter grounded us. 

The trending waves drowning us. 

 

Look at you. Lost at sea stranded on a fluid crystal  bed,  on another’s manmade beach, 

umbrellas down, chairs folded. Curtains to changing rooms drawn, no occupancy. 

Look at us. Hearts vacant now. Tidal waves have leaked a hole in your sea floor. Waterfalls run 

downside up. Look at you, mouth dry from holding all of those karats.  

Back breaking   from the weight of carrying all those precious stones. 

After the last trumpet, there will come a parade of flashes. They be consumed by our array of 

illuminating gems. That’s how it will end. The same as it always begins—with our love. Reunited 

they will say. And we will dance. We will dance. We will dance. 

We were never made to be alone. Never made to be alone. 

Look at us. Picture perfect. 

Look at us.  Picture  us. Whole.  
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Doctored 

You wanna tell me, I’m not alright. 

You try to tell me, I’ll never be alright 

 

We parade around in our makeshift robes of confidence. We dress ourselves 

in lavish garbs, adorn ourselves in all the fineries. 

 

We pretend to shine instead of simply shining due to a lack of trusting that despite how dull our 

shine may appear, it is perfectly our shine. It is indeed impossible to shine bright if you choose not 

to shine at all—  

and it is impossible  for the world to witness your shine if all that covers your shine 

shines brighter and suppresses your true shine. I have learned that confidence cannot be 

bought, cannot be manufactured, tailored, borrowed, stolen, given or taken, but it can be 

suppressed. It can be subjugated. And although this world can play Hyde—trample upon our 

confidence, it is usually you and I who bury our confidence alive, continuously telling ourselves 

that the light outside ourselves is the only light that can make us illuminous. 

How ‘bout that... 

I’m gonna show you I’m alright 

I’m gonna show you I’m alright 

I’m alright 

I’m alright 

Yeah, I’m alright, yeah yeah 

 

I’m alright 

Yeah, I’m alright 

Yeah, I’m alright 
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Dark 

Your eyes detect  at best, 10% of me. 

I, my galaxy, that which matters, the interstellar material—the rest you cannot interpret, unravel, 

that — this is my dark  energy. 

The darkness eats away at me, you, us. 

I am still and always exploring my obscurity. Still manifesting it to make it visible, tangible. 

Hmm... 

The more I transverse the space within the heart of my galaxy, the more I probe—the more 

expansive my dark matter, my dark energy, my darkness becomes. This is the 10/90 rule, this is 

my law. 

That which you behold is forever  is forever subject to what you cannot. 

 

As I navigate through this my hallowed space, it is as if I am blind, but I hear all that sounds, feel 

all that vibrates from which I see colors—decipher fictions. Out of those fictions I begin to 

create. Manifest. 

In due time, they will begin to matter. From those illusions I will begin pull that which is, was, 

and still, has yet to be real.  
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100 Proof 

I have been known to be  too strong—for myself that is. So, what makes you believe you 

have even the slightest chance  up against my pound-for-pound? 

 

What makes you feel as though your heat can hold one candle to my flame?  humph. 

I don’t know what high sea got you drifting, thinking you can swim in my waves—thinking you 

can swim  in my waves, but I’m admiral aboard this ship, el capitán at the helm, 

 navigator at the bowsprit and most days I house cannons I don’t even want to bang with, 

so what makes you think you can negotiate with my waters if they’ve proven more than capable 

of sinking and surfacing my vessel eon after eon after eon   like a tiny message in 

a bottle— in a miniscule bottle at that. 

 

If I wash up on shore, know I had to fight myself—battle myself, battle my own undercurrents, 

stitching together my own riptides. Know I committed a thousand and one suicides. 

 

A thousand and one suicides just to test one grain of these sands of time.  

 

What gave you the audacity? 

  Whatever gave it to you— give it back.  
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About the Artist 

O’Dellshae TruVarsha Wiles Robinson El Bey, 

professionally known as Egypt English, is a Moor American 

poet and recording artist of Saponi descent. Egypt began 

writing poetry in Kindergarten and fell deeper in love with 

the art form as she matured. She studied Creative Writing 

and Theatre and earned a Bachelor of Science degree in 

English Literature through Frostburg State University. After 

falling in love with her college sweetheart, Hip Hop 

recording artist King Frank May, she began studying the 

science of Hip Hop. 

 

Merging her love for theatrical performance, poetry reciting, 

and Hip Hop, Egypt began dropping poetry verses on the 

projects of local DMV Hip Hop artists. Taking to the screen 

in 2016, Egypt released two visual films featuring her 

poetry, was featured on four artists’ projects before dropping her debut poetry film “Risqué 

Creatures” in Fall of 2018.  

 

As an advocate for love, confidence and entrepreneurship, Egypt, can be found using her voice 

and experiences to encourage and uplift humanity via her virtual spaces, including LoveTrips the 

BLOG and The Monday Train Podcast.   

 

Egypt English currently domiciles in the Baltimore Republic with her consort King Frank May 

and their son, Tzar. 
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Listen to the Album 

 

 

 

Click to Listen to Album  
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